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Introduction
In the same way that melt inclusions in phenocrysts have expanded our idea of melt formation and
evolution in basalts, studying fluids trapped in diamonds is providing important new constraints on
the nature of diamond-forming fluids. Fibrous and cloudy diamonds trap a high but variable density of
so-called high-density fluid (HDF) inclusions and, therefore, have been extensively studied, with
much progress being made recently in determining the nature of these HDFs using major and trace
element compositions (e.g., Schrauder et al., 1996; Zedgenizov et al., 2007; Smith et al., 2012; Weiss
et al., 2013, 2015; Klein-BenDavid et al., 2010; Klein-BenDavid et al., 2014 and references therein).
In particular, two “endmember” mantle-normalised trace element patterns have been established (Fig.
1; Weiss et al., 2013); ribbed (highly fractionated inter-element ratios) and “planed” (less fractionated
inter-element ratios). The “planed” patterns can clearly be related to asthenospherically derived melts
whereas the “ribbed” patterns are proposed to represent increased interaction with the sub-continental
lithospheric mantle. A key question is whether the same processes also drive the formation of gem
diamonds. Constraining the nature of the diamond-forming fluid or melt for high purity gem-quality
diamonds, however, is hampered by the sparsity of available high quality trace element data, mainly
due to the extremely low concentrations of impurities that these diamonds contain. The recent
discovery of fluids in gem diamonds showing similar major element chemistry to fluid-rich diamonds
suggest that many diamonds may share a common spectrum of parental fluids (Jablon and Navon,
2016). Here we test this idea further using new trace element data from gem diamonds.
Trace Elements in high purity gem diamonds fom the Victor Mine
We present trace element data from gem-quality diamonds originating from De Beers’ Victor Mine,
Ontario, Canada whose paragenesis can be constrained from the solid macro-inclusions that they
contain. Sixteen P-type diamonds - eight bearing silicate inclusions and eight with sulphide inclusions
- were analyzed using a novel ‘off-line’ LA-ICP-MS sampling technique followed by sector-field
ICPMS (McNeill et al., 2009). This method utilizes a closed-system laser ablation cell in which a
diamond is ablated and the products trapped, allowing the accumulation of higher volumes of analyte,
thus greatly increasing the chance of producing quantitative data by improving the “signal to noise
ratio” many times over ‘on-line’ laser ablation. Solutions are analysed against matrix-matched
standard solutions for calibration. The analysed area of each diamond was optically free of solid
inclusions or other impurities at the 10 micron scale.
The concentrations of a wide range of elements for all analyzed high quality gem diamonds from the
Victor diamond mine are very low, with medians for Sr (9 ppb), Rb (8 ppb), Ba (20 ppb), U (0.3 ppb)
and Y (2 ppb), and REE abundances varying from 0.1 to 0.0001 x chondrite. Consistent with their
inclusion content (silicates or sulphides), the Victor diamonds can be devided into two compositional
groups: Silicate inclusion-bearing diamond have more fractionated REEN patterns (median CeN/YbN ~
40) than sulphide inclusions-bearing diamonds (median CeN/YbN ~ 8). In addition, sulphide inclusionbearing diamonds have more widely varying and generally higher siderophile element concentrations
(e.g., Ni, Fe and Co). A select few ratios (such as Sm/Hf) are significantly more fractionated in the
silicate-bearing diamonds at Victor, although overall these differences are not striking and also not

consistent across all key trace element ratios. It, therefore, seems likely that the silicate and sulphidebearing diamonds formed by gradations of the same processes.
Comparison with other gem diamonds
The very low trace element concentrations for the analysed Victor diamonds are significantly lower
than values reported for fibrous stones but consistent with “closed-cell” ablation data previously
reported for high quality gem diamonds from the Cullinan and Kimberley Pool mines in South Africa,
and the Udachnaya Mine in Siberia (McNeill et al., 2009; Melton et al., 2012). Overall, the multielement patterns for high-purity gem diamonds analysed from these locations compare well with
Victor diamonds (Fig. 1). Somewhat less pure “gem” diamonds from the Newlands and Finsch
kimberlites (W Kaapvaal craton), also analysed by “closed-cell” ablation, show significantly higher
and more fractionated trace element concentrations, correlating broadly with their lower clarity.

Figure 1: Double-normalised trace element patterns for gem quality diamonds from Victor (Canada; sulphide
and silicate paragenesis), S. Africa (Cullinan, Newlands & Finsch) and Siberia (Mir and Udachnaya) (this study
and McNeill et al., 2009), for two common patterns, ‘planed’ and ‘ribbed’, of HDFs in fibrous diamond (Weiss
et al., 2013) and for saline HDFs in fibrous diamond from the Fox kimberlite (Weiss et al., 2015). Samples are
normalised to Primitive Upper Mantle and to a Yb value of 1x PUM to equalise variations in abundance levels
caused largely by differences in fluid inclusion abundance.

Normalized first to primite mantle and then to a YbN value of 1, the multi-element data reveal many
similarities between the trace element characteristics of the gem diamonds (this study) and of fibrous,
fluid-rich diamonds. Multi-element patterns for the high quality gem diamonds from Victor, Cullinan
and Siberia resemble the less fractionated “planed” trace element pattern, while the Newlands
diamond suite more closely resembles the ‘ribbed’ trace-element pattern, characterized by pronounced
peaks and troughs. The Finsch diamonds, derived from a G10 garnet-bearing harzburgite, show
striking positive anomalies in Ba and Sr that strongly resemble the patterns of fibrous diamonds
containing “saline” inclusions (Fig. 1; e.g., Weiss et al., 2015).
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Discussion
Depending on the element, trace element abundances in Victor gem quality diamonds are among the
lowest or the lowest measured in gem diamonds. This is conforming with the very high quality and
value of the Victor production. Consistent with the major element determinations of Jablon and
Navon (2016), we show clear similarities in the trace element patterns of fibrous and gem diamonds,
indicating the presence of micro- to nanometer scale, highly dispersed fluid inclusions. While there
are subtle differences between some sulphide and silicate-bearing diamonds at Victor, we view the
fluids trapped within them as having broadly the same origin and having experienced similar
petrogenetic processes, although varying in extent. The quantitative nature of the data produced in this
study and that of McNeill et al. (2009) establishes clearly that “planed” trace element patterns
characterise the parental fluids of both gem and fibrous diamonds. This fluid likely is a small-degree
hydrous melt of carbonated peridotite and from our data, appears to invade both peridotitic and
eclogitic diamond substrates. Our data also document the first direct link between some gem
diamonds, sampled from a Finsch harzburgite, and highly saline fluids that have been proposed to
originate from subducted slabs (Weiss et al., 2015). Overall, we see the same spectrum of fluids in
gem diamonds that was previously documented in fibrous diamonds, consistent with similar
compositions of diamond-forming fluids (at least in terms of major and trace elements) over billions
of years (Smith et al., 2012).
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